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Dear Mr. Reber: 

The SCIENCE reprint copies have arrived. Don't remember your
saying that you wanted some, but just in case have sent some 
copies to you. The References were not included so we have 
Xerox'd some copies and attached to the reprint. 

Your reference to H. Hoover seemed sort of odd at that point, 
so I looked up the page the other day. 

The charts have been sent (about 3 weeks ago). Also some 
material on plastic scintillators, a week or ten days ago.
Today the RCA has come through with literature on the photo
cathode andthis is going to you also. 

Speaking of plastic scintillators, Mr. Schauer thought the 
enclosed arti~le might be of some interest to you if you have 
not seen it. Also enclosed is the Scheuer article you asked 
for. 

The Am. Inst. of Physics has sent you a second notice on the 
questionnaire they would like you to fill out. I believe I 
forwarded the first request to you, by sea mail, without 
comment, so I will restrain myself and not also send the 
second. 

You have received here: The Franklin Institute's Annual Report/lg65.
From Cal Tech: 1. The Galactic Spurs as a Single Feature,

by G. W. Rougoor
2.	 The Structure of Radio Galaxies, by A.T. Moffet 
3.	 Distributions of 10.6 CM wavelength linearly

polarized radiation over eight extragalactic 
radio sources, by G. A. Seielstad 

I	 am not sure whether I reported receipt of the following:
From the National Research Council of Canada: The Algonquin

Radio· Observatory 
2,700 MC/S solar patrol at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical

Observa tory, Pentic ton, B. C.• 
From Cal Tech: Radio emission in the direction of clusters 

of galaxies, by D.H. Rogstad, G.W. Rougoor and 
J.	 B. Whiteoak. 

Optical identification of radio sources in the 
D.	 wYnd~.~3C revised catalog, by J. 

/ .I guess that brings us up to date. ~. 
I 


